Raising Cain

**Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers Cane's Sauce** - *raising cane s makes its highly anticipated youngstown area debut in boardman popular chicken finger brand with focus on community involvement to give away free cane s for a year and more on may 15, raise cane the meaning and origin of this phrase* - to be raising cane is to be causing trouble or creating an uproar cane was the first murderer according to scriptural accounts in the bible genesis 4 and in the qur an 5 27 32 4 1 and adam knew eve his wife and she conceived and bare cane and said i have gotten a man from the lord, urban dictionary raising cane - top definition raising cane because cane was the first murderer in the bible having killed his brother abel people use the expression raising cane to describe acts of violence criminal activity or any other mischievous acts, raising cane michael thompson ph d - raising cane is an important book and a fascinating read kindlon and thompson are persuasive in their argument that it would be good for boys to become more emotionally literate to understand their feeling and those of others more
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